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Separating lanes our way | Steel guard rail

Factfile Birstaverken

About SafeRoad

Birstaverken AB was founded in 1961 and is a manufacturing
company with its own plant for hot-dip galvanising.
We develop, design, manufacture and sell road and bridge
rails, stairs, module rails and pipe hangers. Our manufacturing
and head office are located in Sundsvall, Sweden, with other
sales offices in the towns of Arboga, Katrineholm and Borås.
Our business concept is to meet Swedish market demand
for fast and reliable deliveries, services and proposals for solutions in the product areas of bridge bearings, road and bridge
rails and expansion joints.

SafeRoad is a leading supplier of products and solutions for

traffic safety. The group has 1,560 employees in 10 countries.
Our three major business areas are Infrastructure, Signs and
Road marking.
Our business comprises many solutions – such as road
signs and technical traffic products, road marking, roadway
illumination, road railings and bridge parapets, and rock and
tunnel securing. SafeRoad is also a leading supplier of marina
systems, balcony systems and street furniture.
Safety and design are of vital importance for our solutions.
Our product designers, in cooperation with external experts,
have been the force behind a number of the market’s leading
innovations. In this way we meet the strict requirements of both
authorities and the market with regard to traffic safety, durability and functionality.
SafeRoad aims to be the preferred partner for road authorities, wholesalers and serious contractors throughout Europe.
The SafeRoad Group had an annual turnover of SEK 3.1 billion
in 2009.

The guard rail that leads us into the future!
The newly-developed steel guard rail Birsta 1P meets the demands
of the future for increased traffic safety and reduced maintenance
costs. The Birsta 1P is the result of a long period of research and
development in which close attention has been paid to the requirements of organisations such as the Swedish Motorcycling Association
and the Swedish Road Administration.
The wire-rope used on the central reservation of three-lane roads saves lives but in the event of a
collision suffers major damage. Even minor collisions cause unnecessarily high levels of damage
to the cable, damage that also has to be repaired immediately at a high cost. The wire-rope rail
also causes unpleasant injuries to motorcyclists after collisions due to its construction.

Fewer injuries and lower costs
The Birsta 1P steel guard rail can cope with minor collisions without the need for repair. Tests have
shown minimal material damage as the soft profile means that vehicles do not become caught or
tied up in the cable but are instead “pushed back” on to the road, leaving the wire rope intact.
The Birsta 1P regains its shape without becoming dented and bent by minor collisions. This
means that damage requiring repair is reduced, both to the guard rail and the vehicle. The more
“forgiving” profile also means that motorcyclists suffer fewer injuries after contact with the guard rail.
The Swedish Road Administration’s costs for repairs and maintenance of the country’s central
reservation wire-rope rails have been shown to be surprisingly high: in the region of 20 million
d per annum. On top of this figure there are the personal injuries and the costs of vehicles
damaged by collisions that have to be paid for by insurance companies.

Greater traffic safety in the event of a collision
A wire rope-based guard rail that has been hit will lie down on the road, and as it
has lost its tension it will also lose its ability to provide a safe guard rail all along
the stretch of road it covers.
When the Birsta 1P is hit it will remain suspended in the air. Even if 3 or 4 posts
are broken off the guard rail will retain its protective ability. It will also continue to
function as a guard rail along the section that has not been damaged.

The Birsta 1P passes the H1 test
One proof of the strength of the Birsta 1P has been provided by the H1 test. The
guard rail meets the Swedish Road Administration’s requirement to cope with a
collision with a 10-tonne lorry. The test features a truck driving into the guard rail at
70 km/h at an angle of 15 degrees and returning to the road in good condition.
Today this is a requirement in many European countries and Sweden is expected to
follow suit very soon.

Quick openings in the guard rail
In order to meet demands made by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
for rescue services to be able to open a central reservation guard rail during
emergencies, ingenious but simple quick openings can be built in wherever they
are needed. These quick openings have special connections using bolts and locking
rings that can easily be pulled apart in order to lift the railing from its position. Red
protective plates and signs measuring lengths along the guard rail show where
these openings are located.
At locations where the guard rail is opened more permanently during certain
periods, such as areas where forest is being cut down or where traffic is being diverted,
temporary openings can be installed. Rods can be sunk into the ground during
construction so that temporary ends that allow openings can be set up when needed.

The posts can be set up directly into the ground without sockets.

Posts with sockets make it easier to replace a post after a
collision.

The joint has a hole underneath which means that a hand can be
inserted into the pipe in order to move the joint lock sideways.
In this way the rail can be dismantled along the entire stretch.

Fewer, safer and cheaper repairs with the Birsta 1P
The construction of a cable guard rail can mean a high level of risk during repairs,
leading, unfortunately, to some serious incidents involving maintenance personnel.
As a cable guard rail requires frequent service, personnel find themselves on the roads
all year round and thus at increased risk of serious incidents. The new Birsta 1P includes a
steel rail that is left hanging after a collision. This means that all repair work can be saved to
the warm months of the year, making such work safer, cheaper and more efficient. The until
of time needed is considerably shorter and roads do not need to be closed as often as
they do for a wire-rope guard rail.

Simple and speedy construction
Construction of the Birsta 1P involves sinking a socket into the road. A steel post is
lowered into the socket, and this can then quickly and easily be screwed securely with a
single bolt into the steel guard rail that lies on top.
The posts can also be installed directly into the ground, although this means they are
not as easy to remove for the sake of repairs. Up to a thousand metres of rail can be set
out per day, under favourable circumstances.

A unique end solution for which a patent is pending
In order to construct a cable guard rail one must dig up the existing road and sink
a concrete anchor to hold the guard rail. The cost of excavation and replacement of
existing road surface is high, and there is a risk of the ground settling.
A patent is pending for the Birsta 1P’s method of ending that features a much simpler
and safer solution. The end of the guard rail is “nailed” on and there are different types
of energy-absorbing ends for the rail.

When constructing a bridge a steel plate is milled into the tarmac and
fastened with repair macadam.

A short anchor 2.6 metres in length for nailing securely (patented).
A long anchor 8 metres in length for nailing securely (patented).

The Birsta 1P means low total cost
Even though the steel rail in itself is more expensive than the cable guard rail, the design
means that the total cost (construction, maintenance and repairs) is far lower than that of
a wire-rope rail.
If the lower level of material damage and personal injury is included, then the overall
benefit to society profit is far greater!

Popular among workers
It is extremely difficult to plough snow alongside a cable rail. Normally a wall of snow
is left as plough drivers keep a safe distance from the cable so that the posts are not
damaged by contact with the plough. When the snow thaws and freezes, a ramp of
ice can be formed that has, sadly, been the cause of accidents in Sweden.

Safeend is an energy absorber, especially produced for the Birsta 1P to replace ordinary
anchors. In the event of a collision the vehicle is slowed down gently by the absorber.

The strong and smooth profile of the Birsta 1P has the advantage of allowing all the
snow alongside the guard rail to be ploughed away. The risk of the plough getting caught
in the guard rail is minimal, which makes it popular with snowplough drivers. As most of
the snow can be removed, no dangerous ice ramp is formed, and the fact that ploughing
can be done closer to the guard rail means that the road becomes wider and thus safer.

Wire-rope guard rails on the way out in Europe
The EU has begun a comprehensive study of the use or otherwise of the cable guard rail.
The European Committee for Standardisation has been asked to examine the use of such
central reservation guard rails.
Such central reservation guard rails are already banned in a number of European
countries, such as Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands.

The Birsta 1P can be equipped with quick openings that can be used, for example,by rescue
services. An 8 metre section can be replaced – anywhere along the stretch of road – by a quick
opening of 2x4 metres.
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Hot-dip galvanising

No other surface treatment gives such long-lasting rust protection at such low cost as
hot-dip galvanising. In a normal urban environment a hot zinc-plated surface has a
maintenance-free life of more than 40 years.
There are plenty of examples of of steel structures that are older than 60 years and
still enjoy good rust protection thanks to the hot zinc process. As the steel is dipped in
molten zinc, thorough rust protection is obtained even in tight spaces and inside pipes.
At our hot-dip galvanising plant the zinc melt measures 8.2 x 1.2m and is 2.2m deep.
Hot zinced products can handle resist mechanical damagevery well and are also
self-repairing, doing so via a galvanising process.
In Swedish industry today a value of some 6 billion Euro rusts away every year. If
only more people were aware of the advantages of hot-dip galvanising.

Birstaverken AB is a manufacturing company that
has become one of the market leaders in traffic
safety, thanks to its commitment to innovation.
As well as the Birsta 1P, the company has
created a range of products that share top-quality
construction and on-time delivery.

Birstaverken AB
Box 30, SE-863 22 Sundsbruk, SWEDEN
Tel. +46-60-52 7 2 00, Fax. +46-60-52 72 16
www.birsta.eu
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